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It’s important for all businesses to have a strong online presence. Maintaining an effective 
website and implementing strong Internet marketing techniques, including social media, are 
great ways to bring in more leads and make your website work for you. This is even more 
significant for hotels, where customers have many options and may not know the area. 
 
Web site content and design 
 
Having relevant, useful content on your site is essential to attracting and retaining visitors. Make 
sure to include information that is relevant to readers, like amenities and prices. Use language 
geared toward a general audience (rather than language specific to the hospitality industry), and 
engage the reader with sharp, colorful images of your hotel to get them interested in staying at 
your facility.   
 
Always provide several photos of the main parts of the hotel, and make it easy to book a 
reservation online. Every page on your site must have a clear “call to action” in order to convert 
a visitor into a client. Additionally, web pages that feature and describe “specials” are typically 
among the top five most visited pages in your site. 

 
The design of your website is a reflection 
on the company. Make it aesthetically 
pleasing so potential customers can see 
exactly how the hotel looks, as if they are 
seeing it in person. Choose the best photos 
and make sure to include a variety. Virtual 
tours of the common areas are also a great 
way to show off your hotel to potential 
customers. 
 
Keep it simple—information should be 
easily accessible with just a click of the 
mouse. Use simple neutral colors for the 
background so it doesn’t distract from the 
site’s content.  
 
It’s important to avoid graphics and videos 
that take a long time to load. Google will 
penalize a website that takes longer than 
eight seconds to open. Frequently check 
external links and make sure they are 
actually working, and replace slow sites 
and features with updated versions.  
 
Social media  
 
Implementing a well-thought social media 
program is essential in the hotel industry. 
Simply having a Facebook page is not 
enough, but you also do not need to hire a 



full-time employee to manage your social media presence.  
 
Create a personalized Facebook page and a Twitter account for your company where you offer 
specials and deals, share valuable information about the industry and your market, and links to 
your website. A Twitter account is a great way to manage customer service issues. Visit 
relevant blogs and post a comment with a link to your site below other’s postings. Or create your 
own blog for your company and link it to your website. Also, take advantage of YouTube by 
uploading your videos and commercials. This is a great place to store virtual tours as well. 
 
Business owners have faced many obstacles while trying to “become a player” in the social 
media arena (see chart). Talk to a professional to get guidance in how to open the door for your 
business to these technologies. 
 
Review sites 
 
The hospitality industry is covered by review sites such as Trip Advisor and Yelp. These sites 
can be positive or negative for your business, and it’s imperative to monitor and look for 
feedback. Both negative and positive client reviews have the power to influence more than 80 
percent on their purchase decisions, according to Cone Communications Marketing. You can 
also use these reviews to find ways you can improve operations. Some of these sites give you 
the opportunity to respond, as well. 
 
Search engine optimization 
 
Blogs are an easy way to increase your website’s search engine optimization (SEO) because 
blog posts generate a lot of specific content. Be sure to include a “casting” feature, which will 
enable you to “cast out” your blog posts to a variety of other networks and social media 
platforms. You can also write and submit articles to article marketing websites to get more links 
back to your web site, which builds credibility for search engines. Register on local and major 
online business directories to increase SEO. 
 
Your website title also contributes to SEO. Include information in the title that will get you 
indexed in major search engines Google, Yahoo, Bing, and put you on the top of local searches. 
Be clear and complete in your descriptions on your website to help search engines market your 
website for you. 
 
Address the mobile world 
 
The percentage of traffic coming from mobile devices is steadily increasing, with some 
industries getting as much as 30 percent of their website traffic from people searching with a 
mobile device. Respond to the trend of the mobile world by implementing a true mobile website 
to supplement your regular website. By making your site compatible with mobile phones, you’re 
expanding the reach of your business. Since many people search for hotels while traveling, 
having a mobile-friendly site could make the difference in whether or not you get a reservation.  
 
Online marketing is changing rapidly, and it is difficult for businesses to stay on top of trends 
and new opportunities. If necessary, seek outside help from an Internet marketing specialist for 
your website, and look for a company with the industry knowledge and marketing background to 
not only drive traffic to your site but convert visitors into customers. After you’ve found the right 
fit, you can create a customized marketing plan for your hotel that helps drive business. Since 
there are many strategies that can be pursued, set your objectives and integrate a variety of 



measurement systems using Google Analytics and other metrics to make sure you’re 
progressing toward your goals.  
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